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By Daniel Scheffler

GLOBAL EYE

1. VIENNA The First District of this romantic city has been rebuilt
and renamed the “Golden Quarter”. With flagship stores of the
world’s finest brands, gorgeous offices, beautiful apartments
and an elegant Park Hyatt Hotel, the area’s vibrant with new
energy. www.goldenesquartier.at
2. CHARLESTON, CAROLINA, USA Known for its sedate beauty, this
city has opened some of its finest and oldest mansions for visitors
(and film locations). Dating back to the 17th century, the plantation
homes have retained their stately elegance and are National Historic
Landmarks waiting to be explored. www.filmsc.com
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3. LONDON In the city’s Seven Dials area is the latest member,
Tredwell’s. Named after a butler in an Agatha Christie thriller, the
modern cooking is informal and primarily gluten-free. Somewhere on
its three floors is a welcoming spot just waiting for you to raise your
Tredwell Collins. www.tredwells.com
4. STOCKHOLM Having undergone a full
renovation, the Veranda – right across the
street from the Palace – is the place to visit,
whether you need a drink after the Nobel
Prize-giving ceremony or are famished after
exploring the city. Its traditional smorgasbord
comes with all the trimmings, from herring to
meatballs. www.grandhotel.se
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5. SANKT ANTON AM ARLBERG, AUSTRIA
Those wanting a tailor-made Alpine detox can
now check into Hotel Tannenhof, where they’ll
receive expert guidance on retraining the body’s
digestive system. Besides spa treatments, the fivestar hotel offers an alkaline-based menu, yoga
and hiking trails. www.hoteltannenhof.net
6. CAPE TOWN All designer Adam Hoet’s
work – including the Willow Lamp collection –
is made in the heart of the Mother City, in Salt River. The
latest designs are the Geometric Storm, inspired by abstract
art forms and the Mandala No 2, based on sacred Islamic
geometry. www.willowlamp.com
7. HAVANA With its passionate culture, old cars and
buildings, Havana is an intriguing and rewarding
destination. The Art Deco Hotel Naçional is the perfect
place to rest your head and think of its former famous
guests, including Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner.
www.hotelnacionaldecuba.com
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